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“Peppa’s Windy Fall Day”  
By: Barbara Winthrop 

 
Supplies for activities needed:  

• Peppa paper doll 

• Peppa’s Fall/Winter clothes 

• Leaf printables  

• Construction Paper 

•  Crayons 

• Paint  

• Paintbrushes 
Activity One: Dressing for the appropriate weather  

• School Readiness Outcome (SRO) goals met: 
o Sorts objects: Sort different items together based on common similarity, child 

group similar items together 
o Participates in Routines: Is able to identify sequence in an activity or story  

• Instructions:  
1. After reading Peppa’s Windy Fall Day, discuss with your child what they noticed 

about the weather, the current fall season and why it is important to dress for 
colder weather in the fall and winter.  

2. Color the Peppa paper doll and clothing items in with the child 
3. Have child dress their Peppa doll with the appropriate clothing for the fall and 

winter seasons.  

• Extension activity idea: 
o Discuss all four seasons with the child and talk about all of their differences. Ask 

the child what kind of clothing they should dress the Peppa doll in if it were spring 
and summer.  

Activity Two: Leaf hunting and sorting  

• School Readiness Outcome (SRO) goals met: 
o Makes Comparisons: Identifies similarities between objects using a comparison 

word, Identifies differences between objects using a comparison word, places 
objects in sequential order 

o Sorts objects: Child groups similar objects together based on one common 
similarity, while sorting, child identifies the similarity of the sorted objects, the 
child identifies two or more similarities between objects or groups  

• Instructions: 
1. Using the sheets of leaves provided, have your child color in the oak and 

maple leaves. Talk with your child about the colors of the leaves in Peppa’s 
Windy Fall Day, and encourage them to color their own leaves this way.  

2. Once the leaves are colored in, cut out the different leaves. Have your child 
begin to sort their leaves in different ways, such as color, size or size! The 
possibilities are endless! 
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o Extension activity ideas: 
 Head outside to your yard, a park or go on a nature walk as a family! 

Collect leaves of all different colors, shapes and sizes to sort again. Look 
for leaves (maple and oak) and have discussions about the different kinds 
of trees and what makes them different.  

• Using the leaves found while outside, create a leaf rubbing. Place a 
leaf or multiple leaves underneath a sheet of paper. Use a crayon 
to color on to of the paper. After coloring, the leaf print will begin 
to show through.  

 Stay outside longer or go out again! While walking around outside, have 
your child notify you when they see something from Peppa’s Windy Fall 
Day (colorful leaves, leaf piles, people wearing a coat, etc.). To let you 
know they found something, they can put their finger on their nose. Have 
your child identify the object and describe it to you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


